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1. ABOUT THE KLOSTERS FORUM
The Klosters Forum is a community of experts who are committed to tackling the
world’s most pressing environmental issues. Further, The Klosters Forum provides
a neutral platform for the bringing together of disruptive and inspirational minds
to tackle some of the world’s most pressing environmental challenges. We
convene and connect relevant, impactful and committed TKF Participants, giving
them the time and space for deep thinking and an opportunity to share ideas and
collaborate in a unique and intimate environment. The Klosters Forum creates
a space in which time is set aside for Participants with relevant backgrounds
to focus on a single issue. We have heard too often, from NGOs, investors,
entrepreneurs, that their schedules do not usually allow for this deep thinking.

Great
atmosphere,
fantastic
place, great
insights and a
family feel.
So different
to any other
summit!

Our focus is on creating viable solutions, which we do by creating networks,
brokering collaborations and incubating thought leadership.

Focus of The Klosters Forum 2020 – Biodiversity
Regeneration via Food System Transformation
Biological diversity is the complex infrastructure that supports and nurtures all life
on earth. Ensuring the regeneration, continuation and health of this infrastructure
is one of the most pressing challenges of our time since we depend on nature’s
diversity and abundance for the stability of our planet, as well as our ability to

Vincent
Doumeizel,
Lloyd’s
Register
Foundation

survive and prosper.
Biodiversity is key to building resilience in systems. This is particularly true for
food production and distribution systems. Our broken food system is a major
driver of biodiversity loss, but, if transformed, can be a pathway to biodiversity
preservation and regeneration.
SDG 15 presents an enormous challenge for stakeholders within the food system.
Corporations, NGOs, scientists and other change-makers are already working on
meeting those goals, however, increased cross-sector collaboration is the only
way to tackle biodiversity challenges and this is what we aim to enable at The
Klosters Forum.
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The Klosters Forum 2020 took place on a smaller scale due to the COVID-19
restrictions and brought together, for 2.5 days, 50 business leaders, scientists,
funders, innovators, NGOs and many more to form a community of actors who
could jointly find collaborative ways, and develop tangible projects to address
biodiversity regeneration via food system transformation.

The TKF20 Community was convened to:
1. Accelerate positive environmental change
2. Provide a unique environment that encourages systemic thinking and acting
3. Foster a solution orientated and collaborative ecosystem of game changers
4. Make expert knowledge available to a wider community

Our community continues to put words into action. We are continuously
measuring our impact by keeping in touch with our Participants, learning about
their progress and collaborations that came out of our Forums and supporting
them to our best abilities.

theklostersforum.com
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PRE-FORUM VIRTUAL WORKSHOPS
Prior to TKF20, The Klosters Forum hosted 2 virtual workshops in August 2020 in
order to include experts who were unable to travel to TKF20.

1. The Food Industry’s Biodiversity Challenge, moderated
by Heiko Specking and by Erik Bruun Bindslev
Through the perpetual quest for efficiency, yield and low-cost food, we have
designed a business model which has failed human and planetary health.
Increasingly the food industry is recognising this as well as the fact that
environmental degradation poses an enormous risk to their business operations.

The Klosters
Forum is a
place where
you really get
to know a
group of great
people, that
you can easily
reach out to
afterwards.
Fennie
Lansbergen,
Enviu

Transformation that includes enhancing biodiversity is urgently needed.
This session aimed to explore and discuss the challenges and opportunities
for the food industry in the transformation from an extractive system to a
regenerative system.
It was a working session which aimed to leverage the brain power and experience
of all the Participants and focused on 2 main questions: (i) Why is biodiversity
important for the food industry?; and (ii) What is needed in order to successfully
transform the food industry?.
52 experts from around the globe registered for the workshop.
The full report of this workshop can be found on The Klosters Forum website.

2. Regenerative Leadership – Leadership Inspired by the
Intelligence of Nature, moderated by Laura Storm
(co-author of the book ‘Regenerative Leadership’ and
founder of Regenerators)
This workshop aimed to unfold the Regenerative Leadership DNA framework
and update Participants’ understanding of how leaders can apply regenerative
thinking to their leadership, culture and strategy.

theklostersforum.com
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This workshop outlined the pioneering Regenerative Leadership DNA

framework celebrated by designers, coaches, executives and employees all

over the world. The DNA framework is systemic and holistic in its design, which
means it addresses equally how to design products and services, how to build
thriving culture and how to build a strong inner core that has all regenerative
principles integrated in its core.
The framework lends wisdom from a broad range of fields including ecology,
biology, psychology, sociology, anthropology while including concepts like the
circular economy, Teal organizations, Theory U, deliberately developmental
organizations and other frameworks fit for the 21st century. The framework is
interconnected by design, which means it is empowering leaders to address
challenges using the best from many fields. A thriving future demands leaders
who move away from silo-thinking and into understanding interconnected
patterns and solutions while catering equally to the inner and outer dynamics of
the organization.

theklostersforum.com
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Points addressed during the workshop:
•

Why we need to move beyond sustainability and into the age of regeneration

•

Why leaders must facilitate a transformation of healing of the story of separation

•

How to address the interconnected stress in inner and outer systems that affects the

•

How to see the organization as a living system and tap into the intelligence of nature

•

How to become a Chief Ecosystem Operator – an ecosystem facilitator who

•

How to use the Regenerative Leadership DNA to assess the performance of any

culture and vitality of the organization

understands how to conduct organizational acupuncture to unleash flow and vitality
organization and leader

62 experts from around the globe registered for the workshop.
The video of the workshop is available on The Klosters Forum website.

theklostersforum.com
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3.TKF20 PARTICIPANTS
Due to Covid-19 related travel restrictions, TKF20 took place on a smaller scale
than usual. Nevertheless, a high calibre, impact-focused, collaborative and
inspiring cohort gathered in the Swiss Alps.
Below is the list of TKF Participants and TKF Friends who joined TKF20.

THE KLOSTERS FORUM 2020 PARTICIPANT LIST
Name

Position / Organisation

Background

Alexandre de Vaivre

Partner / Investment Circle

Finance

Ali Morrow

Principal / Astanor Venture / TKF Moderator

Finance

Andrea Illy

Chairman / illycaffè

Food Industry

Bastien Sachet

CEO / Earthworm

NGO

Benedikt Boesel

Founder & CEO / Gut&Boesel

Agriculture

Bernhard Kowatsch

Head of the Innovation Accelerator / United Nations World
Food Programme (WFP)

NGO

Daniel Baertschi

Global Leader for Regenerative Agriculture and Healthy Food

Entrepreneur

Edward Mitchell

Prof. / Laboratory of soil biodiversity / University of Neuchatel

Academia

Edward Perello

Associate Director for Agriculture / Deep Science Ventures

Food Tech

Emily Norford

Policy Manager, Urban Food Systems / EAT Foundation

NGO

Erik Bruun Bindslev

Founder of Merika Advisory / TKF Moderator

Industry

Felipe Villela

CEO / reNature

Agriculture

Felix Prinz zu
Löwenstein

Dr. / Chairman of the board at the German Federation of
Organic Food Industry (BOLW)

Agriculture

Fennie Lansbergen

Director East Africa / ENVIU

Social Enterprise

François Pythoud

Special Envoy International Sustainable Agriculture / Swiss
Government

Government

Gillian Diesen

Alternative Investment Specialist / Pictet Group

Finance

Harald Friedl

Global Leader on System Change & Circular Economy / TKF
Moderator

Entrepreneur

Heiko Specking

Founding Director of specking+partners / TKF Moderator

Entrepreneur

theklostersforum.com
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Name

Position / Organisation

Background

Henrik Stamm

Founder / Blendhub and ChemoMetric Brain

Food Tech

Jane Muncke

Dr. / Managing Director and Chief Scientific Officer / Food
Packaging Forum

Food Policy/NGO

Jens Tuider

International Director, Special Advisor to the CEO / ProVeg
International

Food Policy/NGO

Jordania Valentim

Food & Agri, Sustainable Food Systems, Plant Proteins expert
/ TKF Moderator

Food Industry

Laurenz Werner

Avina Foundation

NGO

Marcello Palazzi

Founder / Progressio Foundation; Co-Founder / B Lab Europe

Social Enterprise

Mateja Kramar

Sustainability in Agriculture & Food Industries / Microsoft

Tech

Maximilian Loessl

Founder / Agrilution

Food Tech

Michelle Villeneuve

Technical Specialist, Agricultural Landscapes / Fauna & Flora

NGO

Monica Kruglianskas

Sustainability and Reputation Management Professional

Entrepreneur

Oliver Karius

Partner / LGT Venture Philanthropy

Finance

Philip Reuchlin

Program and Strategy Director of the Andan Foundation / TKF
Moderator

NGO

Pierre Rousseau

Senior Strategic Advisor / BNP Paribas' Sustainable Business

Finance

Stephan Zacke

Director / Avina Stiftung

NGO

Steve Evans

Prof. / Director of Research in Industrial Sustainability /
University of Cambridge

Academia

Thomas Brunner

Prof./ Department of Agriculture Forestry, Food Science &
Management / Bern University of Applied Sciences

Academia

Vincent Doumeizel

Director / Food Programme / Lloyd's Register Foundation

NGO

The TKF20 Friends Group (a valued community of supporters who play a key role
in advancing the mission and vision of The Klosters Forum) included: Monique
Bär, Lynn Blattmann, Carmita Burkard, Ulla Dreyfuss, Claire Droz, Amanda Keyne,
Étienne Kuhn, Marie Antoinette Gilson, Maria Spink, Elise van Medelem, Roman
Peter, Reto Von der Becke, Nicky Langloh, Hans von Meiss, Melanie Munk,
Elisabetta Illy, Philip Lamotte.

theklostersforum.com
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4. PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Our panel discussions brought together diverse experts to reflect on what is
needed to move out of the current linear extractive system towards new circular
regenerative solutions. We have, in the past century, disrupted our natural
environment with our explosive growth and energy consumption, which has
caused catastrophic biodiversity loss. With the vision of getting back into a
state of balance with nature, we asked our panelists to discuss and explore new
solutions that would empower systematic and sustainable change fostering
biodiversity.

theklostersforum.com
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Panel 1: Biodiversity in the Marketplace: what is needed to
create a fully biodiverse market for food?
Panelists:
•

Andrea Illy - Chairman / illy caffè

•

Bernhard Kowatsch - Head of the Innovation Accelerator / United Nations

•

Marcello Palazzi - Founder / Progressio Foundation; Co-Founder / B Lab Europe

World - Food Programme (WFP)

In our first panel discussion,
moderated by Erik Bruun Bindslev, we
posed the question ‘What is needed
to create a fully biodiverse market for
food?’
Andrea started sharing his thoughts
by stressing that his grandfather’s - the

Coffee is agriculture, and agriculture
is in crisis due to the environmental

damage it causes, through pollution
(water and land), land change, CO2

emissions, and, most importantly, by
interfering with the biogeochemical

cycles of our ecosystem. Biodiversity
(in particular soil biodiversity) has to be

founder of illycaffè - dream was to

at the core of the mitigation strategy,

produce the ‘greatest cafe’, ‘greatest’

as monocultures and productivity-

meaning the best taste combined

focused agriculture have threatened

with the best practices of producing.

it. Andrea calls the solution a ‘virtuous

Hence, for Andrea, a somewhat

model of agriculture’, broadly in line

sustainable vision has always been at

with the IPCC twin goals of improving

the core of his business. As he reaches

human and environmental health.

limits in terms of quantity and quality

theklostersforum.com

of coffee produced, sustainability

Andrea is optimistic that the process

takes center stage in his thoughts

has started, as he sees the beginning

(e.g. via the ‘Ernesto Illy Award’ for

of a concerted effort, whereby

sustainability). In his eyes, everything

consumers become more demanding

is interconnected, and the right

of sustainability and more informed,

mix of positive feedback between

financial markets shift focus to

economic, social and environmental

sustainable investments (requiring,

consequences define sustainability.

e.g., detailed ESG info) and impact
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TKF is a
genuine forum
for change
makers to meet
and exchange
innovative
and disruptive
ideas. This
year’s focus
on the food
system was
highly relevant
and timely.
Jens Tuider,
ProVeg
International

investments, and regulators increase

Marcello thinks of B Corporations

pressure on the big corporations.

as other catalysts of this change,

Even some of the big corporations are

and mentions other great initiatives

beginning to fake it, but only the real

such as Business for Biodiversity.

ones will survive.

What is critical in Marcello’s eyes is
that good ideas cannot sell on their

His current plans include a new

own. In order for them to become

foundation, ‘Regenerative Society

mainstream a framework is needed in

Foundation’, built around three

terms of policies and legislation that

pledges concerning circular economy,

encourages biodiverse practices so

world happiness and climate action.

that companies can access customers,

According to Andrea, what is

needed to fully create a biodiverse
market for food is knowledge

and investments, and - before any
of that - a strong willingness for

change, which is about grounding

political and individual decisions in

ethics. Yes, we need the ‘great reset’,

and customers can express and
nourish their needs and wants. Only
that way does tackling the current
state of corporate dominance
(whereby a few large corporations
dominate large parts of the food
supply) become feasible, and we can
empower smaller producers whose

in that Andrea agrees with Prof. Klaus

owners are directly connected to and

Schwab, and not just a restart.

vested in the land and product. He

Bernhard agrees with Andrea’s vision
of such a new system, and stresses the
importance of innovative solutions that
are driven by entrepreneurs locally for

also thinks cooperative movements
have a future, as it is all about

finding the right allies from different
stakeholder perspectives.

building it. He says we need to boost

Marcello’s dream collaboration to

biodiversity AND address the hunger

tackle biodiversity is agriculture as it

of over 600 million humans. We cannot

used to be plus new technologies,

afford to leave anyone behind, and

thus somewhat synthesizing the visions

biodiverse solutions should therefore

of Andrea and Bernhard.

not only concern the high-end market.

theklostersforum.com

Charity and donations will not be

The video of the panel discussion

enough to feed the world. We need

is available on The Klosters Forum

sustainable and profitable solutions.

website.
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Panel 2: Biodiverse Production System: How do you
successfully transition intensive, extractive farming systems
into organic/regenerative systems with biodiversity at its
core?
Panelists:
•

Dr. Felix Prinz zu Löwenstein - Chairman of the board at the German Federation of

•

Benedikt Bösel - Founder and CEO of Gut & Bösel

•

Prof. Edward Mitchell - Laboratory of soil biodiversity, University of Neuchâtel,

•

Felipe Villela - Founder of reNature

Organic Food Industry (BÖLW)

Switzerland

The second panel tackled the question

for everyone. Therefore, once a certain

‘how do we successfully transition

threshold of demand is reached, we

intensive, extractive farming systems

have to create a new market framework

into organic/regenerative systems

that allows the true costs of products

with biodiversity at its core?’ The

to be expressed. This would incentivize

moderator was Heiko Specking.

farmers to develop and use best
practices so that organic farming

Felix kicked off the session by speaking

etc. becomes economically and

about his experience with organic

agriculturally scalable. This includes

and regenerative farming that dates

training, education, and investments

back to when he took over a farm in

into R&D.

1986, which he turned organic in 1992.
In order for organic/regenerative
farming to become mainstream,

Felix considers increasing consumer

theklostersforum.com

Felix wants governments to provide
the right scientific (transdisciplinary)
setting so that we can identify the

awareness the key. For now, less

right foundations of the best practices.

blaming and shaming of farmers

He mentions some structures that

should happen, and more focus should

are already in place like the Global

be placed on creating consumer

Change Experimental Facility in

awareness. However, we will not

Germany, but laments a lack of focus

convince everyone, and we cannot wait

on new methods.
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The Klosters
Forum is a
great place to
learn, share,
network and
find common
ground. It
is great to
see how
people work
together
to restore
ecosystems
with various
approaches,
systems and
tools.
Daniel
Baertschi,
Regenerative
Agriculture
Expert

Edward strongly agreed on this

the solution, and his vision was to

point with Felix. He claims that

turn his farm into a high-performing,

academics are not incentivized

high-tech expo case. Faced with the

sufficiently to do practical and

local challenges of sandy soil and

transdisciplinary research. While

low precipitation, a learning process

such research is sometimes mentioned

began which led him to regenerative

in calls for funding etc., the reality

solutions away from exploitative

is that academics need to focus on

production models. As every farmer’s

publishing and cannot afford to be
too engaged transdisciplinarily and
in real-world applications. Practically,
Edward engages often through

microcosm is quite complex, local

features require local solutions, with
the goal being identifying which

regenerative farming solutions are

graduate student projects with real-

profitable, sustainable, etc. Benedikt

world partners, which for him is a way

is still in an explorative period to learn

to begin a project, and to develop

what works, and he thinks there are

tangible avenues for larger research

limits to the scientific approach in

projects later on.

largely heterogeneous and changing
environments.

Edward also stresses the role of
politics, as certain changes are likely

Felipe says the whole movement

only achieved by certain bans (on

is still in this phase, and he views

certain pesticides, for example), which

entrepreneurial farmers, supported

would force solutions to be found

by advisors, governments, and each

from bottom-up. His vision is one

other, as the catalysts of change.

of sustainability defined in terms of

He warns of alienating farmers

preserving biodiversity for thousands

with excessive criticism of their old

of years, not decades.

approaches and the harm of certain
practices, because without clear

Benedikt represents a perfect use case

evidence of better solutions farmers

for the kind of applied research that

might protest and slow down change

needs to take place in both Felix’s and

instead.

Edward’s eyes. Benedikt transitioned

theklostersforum.com

from banking and venture capital to

The video of the panel discussion

becoming a farmer back home. At

is available on The Klosters Forum

the beginning he believed tech was

website.
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5. SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOPS
Moderated by Joséphine von Mitschke-Collande and Heiko Specking
TKF2020 kick-started with a Warm Data Lab.
The Warm Data Lab aimed to encourage Participants to explore the complexity
of the topic while getting to know each other personally. This format also created
a space for a moment of sharing personal stories and contextualizing content
through different perspectives thus producing energy for meaningful co-creation
among Participants.
The hosts of the Lab discussed complex systems and the importance of
transcending frameworks when dealing with systemic topics such as biodiversity,
food security and regenerative farming. After an introduction to the broader
interconnectedness of these themes, a personal story was shared to set the tone
for the use of narratives during the discussions. Participants were invited to reflect
holistically on the set agenda of the forum with the broad question of “What is
essential?”.
The Lab is called “Warm Data” and unlike the hyped “Big Data” approaches,
the intention of “Warm Data” is to seek to uncover the interconnectedness
and relational characteristics of complex topics.

An aggregation of expertise from different stakeholders often fails to lead
to transformation when deep systems change is required. Typically, a system
seems to be stuck because the dynamic of the system prevents disruption to be
transformative. Hence mutual learning between stakeholders is key in order to
transform a system. Therefore, trans-contextual learning in which the relational
emerges enables the stakeholders to perceive new associations, linkages and
perceptions and helps the stakeholders to re-discover the topic from very
different lenses than they are used to.
During the Warm Data Lab, Participants were asked to discuss in small groups a
distinct context of the food theme at large. The contexts chosen were: history;
family; science; education; health; economy; arts; culture; politics; and ecology.
Participants were encouraged to move between the different groups. Due to
COVID safety procedures, the groups were limited to 4 people.

theklostersforum.com
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The discussion enabled Participants to explore the issue’s complexity from
various perspectives. The relational connection made with other Participants
during the small deliberations helped them to debate how to navigate the
complexity of the broad theme and to build meaningful processes of change.
Participants mentioned during the debriefing the importance of analysing
conscious and unconscious power and privilege dynamics that are reflected
in the topic. Participants identified empathy as well as humility to be used to
empower dynamic processes of change. Being in a zone of optimal confusion
was described as a compelling denominator for change. The importance of
linking the physical as well as the invisible aspect of the food problem in relation
to biodiversity was emphasised.

theklostersforum.com
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Workshop 2:
EAT Forum Workshop: Feeding the Post-COVID City:
Solutions to Accelerate the Transition towards more
Resilient Urban Food Systems
Hosts EAT Forum:
•

Fabrice DeClerck, Science Director

•

Emily Norford, Policy Manager on Urban Food Systems

TKF Moderator: Jordania Valentim
Assisted by Philip Reuchlin, Harald Friedl
Fabrice shared the challenges of transforming current food systems to deliver
healthy and sustainable diets, aggravated by COVID lockdown. Emily introduced
the challenges of transforming urban food systems and bringing back nature to
feed post-COVID cities. She shared some of EAT’s initiatives from their program
e.g. ‘Urban forests’ plan for Paris to cover 50 percent of the city with porous,
planted areas by 2030; and ‘Urban agriculture in Quezon City’ integrating its ‘Joy
of Urban Farming’ program across municipal departments and in partnership with
public and private actors.
The Participants (approx. 25-30 ppl) then joined a role play exercise outdoors.
The activity allowed Participants to better ‘feel’ the major weaknesses, inequities,
and system-wide risks exposed by COVID – a reminder of the ongoing
dysfunctional relationship with humans and nature i.e. in urban areas.
The group was then split into 5 groups of 5 people to brainstorm nature-positive
ideas and solutions that could be implemented for improving urban food
systems, considering the COVID situation not as a crisis but as a “window of
opportunity”.
Many ideas were created in this session (summary below), and Participants
connected later to follow up with more brainstorming on some of the ideas. The
ideas were also noted by the EAT team members to potentially spark work in
those areas.

theklostersforum.com
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Idea 1: Oceans & Cities
There is a huge opportunity to work in oceans and create a blue revolution
rather than focusing only on a green revolution. The idea is to bring oceans
closer to cities to feed the population (e.g. seaweed, kelp to bring back fish).
Only 2% of the oceans would be required to feed the whole world (Source:
Wageningen). This initiative requires systemic change thus organizations to

educate people about this opportunity and bring dialogue with land owners
who use pesticides to reduce or eliminate contamination of waters. This could
transform runoff sea zones into new fields of sea life zones.
Idea 2: Improvement of time outdoors
The more time the population has available, the more they will spend outdoors
(proven during the COVID break). The urban population could be motivated and
the conditions created to promote a 4-day work week or a universal basic income
to guarantee free time. Spending time outdoors requires adequate infrastructure
e.g. urban/community gardens, compost places but also adequate transport. One
bold idea would be to experiment with a pilot city of 50k-100k inhabitants,

to make the city self-sufficient in terms of food. The experiment should bring
insights on the impact this would have on jobs, living costs. It must be researched.
Idea 3: Co-operative stores
Create a blueprint or a kit of tools for neighborhoods to create their own

coop farms and stores. The instructions would guide citizens on how to create
and admin coop stores and farms. Citizens could become members, and for
the ones unable to pay, they could exchange their labor for food. Local organic
seasonal food to be sold in shops. Coop farms would connect citizens with nature
while coop stores would connect citizens with each other.
Idea 4: Edible landscapes in cities
Implementation of parks for foods including edible plants. Use of
underutilized underground areas such as tunnels for food production. Create
education programmes to mobilize the population and leverage the urgency
created by the COVID outbreak to mobilize politicians for action.
Idea 5: Better food
Implement financial incentives for more nutritious foods i.e. implementing fat
and sugar taxes. Create educational campaigns on the negative effects of certain
types of food, following the same intensity and approach as campaigns against
cigarettes and smoking.

theklostersforum.com
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Idea 6: Re-connection to nature
Connect nature (i.e. biodynamic farms) and cities (i.e. urban population). Run
inclusive and diverse competitions and brainstorm with local communities on
how to bring nature closer to the city following their views.

theklostersforum.com
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Idea 7: Other ideas
•

Implementation of urban micro-farms

•

Promotion of harvest festivals in cities

•

Creation of communitarian urban insectaries i.e. bee hives

•

Empower leaders within communities to break the old systemic cycles

•

Prepare and supply organic waste to fertilize urban farms and gardens

•

Integrate public investments in food systems with other public investments e.g.mental

•

For new urban developments, create new rules supporting more urban food farms i.e.

health, air quality, etc.

for 5 new car parking spots several square meters of sustainably produced food garden
must be created

•

Enable hyper-local vertical farming

•

Implement a clock on all food packaging displaying number of years to soil death with

•

Scavenging games and cooking challenges with renowned chefs as educational tools

•

Promote mindfulness exercises in urban nature areas

that production method

We look forward to reconvening and continuing this discussionwith EAT at TKF21
in June 2021.

I have been, and at times still am, sad, scared, outraged but, whilst acknowledging
the challenges and obstacles, now I want to highlight the opportunities, the optimism,
and the rewards. That is my vision for 2050, it’s a glorious one, a bountiful one,
a sustainable one and I would like to repeat, share and celebrate all the work done
by the fabulous attendees at TKF because it is this work that will get us there thank you all for becoming my professors too.
Amber Nuttall,
TKF Ambassador

theklostersforum.com
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Workshop 3:
The Product Revolution: How to incorporate biodiversity
into your food business
Moderated by Erik Bruun Bindslev
Assisted by Ali Morrow and Monica Kruglianskas
The food industry’s main challenge today: 95% of the world’s caloric intake

comes from just 30 species. Of 30,000 (known) edible plants, we cultivate

less than 130. In fact, 75% of the world’s food comes from just 12 plants and
five animal species.

Our system has failed to cater for human and planetary health and has disrupted
the interconnected biodiverse systems that supply all life on Earth.
In order to build healthy soils, support healthier and more resilient and sustained
& profitable food systems the food industry needs to cater to human and
planetary health by supporting the interconnected biodiverse systems that
supply all life on earth.

theklostersforum.com
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For this to happen, radical change is needed to what we consume and the way
we consume. This workshop explores the strategies and operational structures
needed to bring about the transformation.

TKF helps
me to get
out of my
comfort zone,
invites me to
challenge my
beliefs and
inspires me in
many different
ways. It’s an
unusual and
special event.
Jane Muncke,
Food
Packaging
Forum

Workshop assignment: to create a vision for products and a reimagined
marketplace which include: biodiversity, value retention for farmers, regenerative
agriculture, healthy communities, nutritious and healthy food for humans, low
carbon, circular economy and zero food waste.

Aspects to consider:
•

Crop diversity in product development and production

•

Value chain architecture

•

Enabling technologies

•

Repurposing existing delivery systems like: Supermarkets,

•

Seasonality and reconnection of people to food and the

•

Scalability and affordability for all

•

Enablers such as financial incentives, taxation, infrastructure

Wholesale markets and Logistics
environment where they live

creation, transformation of education (children, communities around
food production, universities, farming colleges etc.)

•

Which stakeholders in the food system are most likely to support
this movement? Which ones are more likely to prevent it?

Stakeholder mapping of the food system; this is a time consuming
but very enlightening exercise
•

Introduction of new technologies

In order to get the right brain working and to promote connection between the
Participants to enable collaboration, we kicked off the workshop with a small
exercise where the Participants were asked to think and then share their fears and
hopes in the context of their lives. Then they were asked to design/visualise and/
or describe the ideal world they would like to live in and the food ‘products’ that
world would contain.
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This world would need to contain the
following enabling elements, ALL of
which need to be present:
• Shift in Consciousness
• Models that promote
Reconnection

Areas of impact should include:
• Biodiversity
• Nutritious & Healthy
• Value for Farmers & Soil
• Low Carbon

• New model of ownership

• Zero Waste/Circular Economy

• Reimagined Education

• Affordable
• Healthy Communities
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The world we ENVISION
Local market places where people get their foods as well as reconnect

as a diverse, de-accelerated world of equal opportunity and connection.
The food is diverse, nutritious and produced in a regenerative way that
promotes biodiversity and carbon sequestration.

We are in a place where we are able to learn from past mistakes and historic
wisdom to guide decisions about society and its structure. Farmers are the

custodians of the soil and human health - and they are rewarded accordingly.
The real cost of food is priced via new accounting standards, taxes, import
duties. The system promotes net zero production which in turn caters for
biodiversity and carbon capture.
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Enabled by:
•

Tax systems that punish unhealthy products (unhealthy both in terms of the

•

Ensure that the farmer gets rewarded for being the custodian of healthy soil and for

•

A trading platform - food for the regenerative world

•

Change global accounting standards to be a total cost (include social and

•

The food market to be a place of human reconnection with the farmer, the natural

•

De-acceleration of the system

•

Implement a universal basic income system that benefits humans as well as the planet

•

Consumer power - direct the pension systems / savings towards regenerative

•

The creation of design thinking and systems change templates

•

Trust in society and government is re-established

•

Nutritional food at no cost becomes a human right

•

Our children are being educated to be custodians of the living planet - healthy soils

•

Education on food production, cooking and nutrition for all citizens

•

Food is healthy, sustainable, regenerative, local and seasonal

•

Agricultural systems redesigned to be diverse

•

Deep collaboration in the food industry is a reality - from SMEs to Global enterprises

•

Personal health is a by-product of a healthy planet

•

Punish destruction of earth supporting organisms

environment as well as humans)
providing us with healthy foods

environmental cost to COGS)

world, human diversity and the celebration of life!

investments

and oceans
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After working on the visions in groups, the following visions were presented:
Vision 1: The world we envision contains
• People connect through common values
• Ecosystem services are valued
• Food is sustainably produced and is good for human health
• Food is seasonal, regional (only imported if not available regionally) and
sustainable
• Farmer income and social inclusion are indicators for ‘growth’
• Biodiversity is an indicator for ‘health’ of society
• Create incentives for people to change habits
• Tax monoculture and extractive / bio destructive elements of the economy
• Take holistic approach in delivering public healthcare (delivering nutrition
and biodiverse food being part of saving massively on public health)

Vision 2: We want to celebrate LIFE
We live in a world rich in human connection. Socially fair, just and sustainable. It’s
an abundant world where the majority of the food consumed is locally produced,
is low-carbon and is connected to nature.
We live in a world:
• Of conscious lifestyles and consumptions
• Embracing diversity of culture and food
• A connected marketplace (from soil to humans)
• Local food products are organic and seasonal
• Of social justice for all
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Vision 3: Life as a tree
The vision took the shape of a tree where:

The Canopy represents:
A world which has justice
and governance considering
the natural world

A world where the laws of
photosynthesis is applied
universally. Human health
and Planetary health

Where food
systems are changed
to fit ‘the planetary
boundary’ map

Where we share
the value creation
of the economy

A world where
nutritional food is a
human right and free

A world which
is as resilient in
all systems

The Trunk represents:
A multi-platform
solution

Accountable
collaterals

Predictive outcome
calculations

Long term
strategies

The Roots represent:
Taking the past to the
future, learn from history
A human global
wise-men/women
advisory team
Quantification of
ressources which
should be shared in
order to scale
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Digitised best
practise, quality
and certification

The realisation that
planetary health is
completely aligned with
human health
Educating
humanity including
the global south

A world without
brands

Create short-term
solutions with long-term
benefits
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6. TKF FRIENDS’ TALKS
Harald Friedl – Introduction to Circularity
Harald gave an introduction to the need for systems change approaches to
advance the urgent transition that governments have agreed on by signing the
Paris agreement. He gave an insight into the work of the preparations of COP 26
and the Global Climate Action Champion. The Global Climate Action Champion
is working with all industry and non-industry sectors globally to work towards
net zero emission pathways, for example, on cement, aluminium, shipping,
aviation, agriculture & food systems. The need for change is directly related to
the need to solve the structural issues that have led to the difficult situation we
are in currently. Circular economy thinking and strategies can provide a great
framework to put the need for systems change into action in the food &
agriculture industry.

The discussion focused on the question: how systems change can be effectuated
in the developed world and emerging economies in parallel, without getting too
bogged down with looking at the past.
The word of 2020 is and remains: Action!
Leadership
The presentation then focused on the need for leadership to initiate systemic
change in different systems such as families, NGOs, businesses or governments.
There’s both the need to inspire with personal leadership as well as the need for
data driven and fact based interventions at scale.
Communities will play an important role in developing the necessary level of trust
among all stakeholders to enable the emergence of new systems. Focusing on
tipping points within local communities is important.
Interlinkage with other debates
The urgency to transform the system might be obvious to change makers

but not to the wider population. The group brought up the latent need to
develop a global market campaign to provide information on biodiversity
challenges. Also, the need for appropriate financing was brought up which

needs to be made available for food innovation and the work on sustainable
value chains.
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Application of systems change for the food system
Harald gave an introduction into the basics of circular economy thinking and its
power and relevance for systems change. He referred to the great work being
done by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and gave some concrete examples of
how systems thinking can be applied. The latest report by the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation lays out three levers of circular action that have to be taken to

make a shift possible: a) the food we eat must be sourced in a regenerative
way and it needs to be locally grown where appropriate; b) healthier food
products need to be designed and marketed; and c) we have to use the
food that we buy and grow better, so less of it is wasted.

“My dream is
to transition
African
smallholders
to regenerative
farming.”
Fennie
Lansbergen,
Enviu

Fennie Lansbergen: An introduction to Enviu and its work
with smallholder farmers in East Africa
Fennie’s dream is to transition African smallholders to regenerative farming. She
attended The Klosters Forum as she is looking for people who, like her, believe
in a business-driven approach to solve these pressing issues and would like to
explore how they could do that together.
Fennie loves to build on a sound business case, while targeting impact goals.
After working in corporate banking and the microfinance sector she joined Enviu;
a social venture building studio that builds disruptive businesses that drive system
change and focuses on financial inclusion, circular economy and food systems.
They look at how the systems work and analyze what really needs to happen to
realize system change. They think big and work on solutions that are scalable
across a continent. They build the ventures with their local venture building team
and recruit local entrepreneurs to develop the business and attract investments
together.
Fennie is responsible for Enviu’s work in East Africa, which is focused on food
systems. Kenya is already importing 1/3 of their food, and with a growing
population the production of food needs to be increased in a sustainable way.
The mission of Enviu’s FoodFlow program is to build a flourishing circular food
chain to increase the income of the farmer and improve food security in Kenya.
To realize this they take a value chain approach and build several solutions in 1
value chain to build a professional value chain in which the farmer finds a buyer
for 100% of his produce.
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Enviu builds a showcase value chain of mangos and avocados with 3 ventures:
1. Cold storage at

2. Market linkage

3. Rental processing

farmgate level in

platform: where

at farm gate:

a rental model:

Enviu directly links

farmers can rent

to be able to sort

groups of farmers

equipment to

and aggregate

to wholesale

process their

produce from

buyers

unsold produce

multiple farmers
(cold) until a buyer
has been found.

Enviu believes building a professional value chain is the first step in

transforming farmers to regenerative farming; first they need to work in a

value chain that works properly, with transparency and market information,
and increased and stable income. Then they are ready to start investing in

the new farming practices. This is especially important for the farmers in local
value chains that Enviu work with, which are not as organized as the export value
chains. So, while Enviu is building out the FoodFlow program in several counties
in Kenya, their next step is to transform these farmers to regenerative farming.
The goal is to build a new program in 2021 - developing several ventures that
support African smallholders to transform to regenerative agriculture instead of
exhaustive monocropping. Enviu will prove that it’s possible to guide farmers
throughout this transformation process in a sound business case. Only then, it’s a
model that is scalable throughout Africa.
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Key elements of the program will be: Finding the regenerative farming practices
that are relevant to the different counties in Kenya; Finding offtake for the new
set of diverse crops; Determining the business case for the farmer and the
ventures in the program; and Creating a financial instrument, as pay offs of
regenerative farming take a couple of years.
If we want to battle global warming, there is an enormous opportunity here.
1/3 of food worldwide is produced by smallholder farmers in developing
countries, and they farm 1/4 of the total agricultural land.
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In addition, we were honored that some of our valued TFK Friends agreed
to share their personal journeys in relation to this year’s topic with the

other TKF Friends. Summaries of some of these talks can be found below:

“I hope the
take away from
my talk is that
you should
ask yourself
how the beef
you eat is
produced. If
you feel like
eating less that
is fine, but what
you eat needs
to be “better”
meat for the
planet.”
Maria Spink,
TKF Friend

Maria Spink – Journey to becoming a regenerative farmer
Since buying two small Dexter calves in 2012 on the recommendation of Natural
England, Maria has been on a journey of understanding how livestock can be a
solution to improving biodiversity and climate change rather than the problem.
They now have 16 dexters grazing, rotationally, on wildflower and rich grassland
meadows as well as over 230 plant species on their 40 hectares.
Natural fertilisation of the soil happens when the cattle graze the fields. This
process supports healthy soils and all the biological natural processes that
happen in the soil when chemical products, such as fertilisers or pesticides, are
not used. The meat is a tasty and nutritious by-product.
Livestock, when 100% pasture-fed on land that cannot be used for arable
farming, does not create GHGs nor does it use crops that could be used for
human consumption.
Well raised meat is therefore good for us in that it is one of the most nutritious
foods we can eat, good for the animals as they are allowed to live with their
families in their natural habitat, and good for the planet. We have to learn to
differentiate between our current agricultural intensive factory produced
meat versus truly free-range, pasture-fed beef.

Elise van Middelem - An Introduction to SUGi - the
rewilding platform
Elise’s mission is to create a simple way to make real change with radical
transparency.
Elise has been a TKF Friend for several years and after a successful career in
the Fashion and Art worlds she decided to follow her passion for forests and
reforestation and launched SUGi in May 2019.
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SUGi is a people-powered platform on a mission to make the restoration of
biodiversity simple, shareable, and societally transformative. She asks us to think
of SUGi as the Action & Culture Hub for the Rewilding Generation.

“Thank you again
for the incredible
opportunity
of presenting
SUGi to the
TKF Friends
community. I
really enjoyed
the Q&A and
wonderful
connections that
came out of it.”

SUGi launched in 2019, with the SUGi App, which allows anyone to plant,

Elise van
Middelem,
TKF Friend

storytelling & virtual experiences to bring the critical benefits of healthy
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request, gift, and track a specific urban forest. These modes of authentic and
transparent audience engagement are innovative & distinct. The platform offers
universal participation in authentic environmental rewilding.
SUGi rejects the problematic trend towards monoculture tree planting. Its
global network builds ultra-dense, biodiverse forests of native species only
using a proven Japanese technique called the Miyawaki method. These forests
are 100% natural, 30x denser, capture 16x more Carbon, and are 100x more
biodiverse than conventional tree plantations.
This Autumn, SUGi re-launched its website with robust new tools to expand and
deepen the organisation’s impact and reach. These include dynamic multimedia
ecosystems to life. SUGi connects people to Nature in their daily lives. We are
the Rewilding Generation!
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7. TKF NEEDS & LEADS SESSION
Lead by Reto von der Becke
On day 2 of The Klosters Forum, a new concept was initiated entitled ‘The TKF
Needs & Leads Session’. The TKF community is strongly connected through an
overall sense of common purpose and passion to help and support each other
and the determination to jointly progress on the big and important topics tackled
by TKF. By the TKF Needs & Leads session, Participants had the chance to first
present their ‘need’ in a fully confidential and trusted environment and then
have the opportunity to connect to other Participants who have the means and
willingness to help and support.
Moderated with a good mix of humour and discipline by Reto von der Becke
and Harald Friedl, the morning session created many positive interactions. 18
Participants bravely presented their “need” to the rest of the group in a short 2
minute pitch, and these ‘Need presentations’ then resulted in a total of 129 ‘Lead
proposals’, averaging a fantastic 7 Leads per Need presentation. Participants
were encouraged to follow up on these connections within 48 hours of the
forum, and we hope that it has and will result in the continuation of meaningful
and ultimately impactful connections.
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8. CLOSING OF TKF20
Moderated by Peter Flynn
Peter Flynn took on the challenge of bringing it all together, to identify the
promises and perils of trying to build the kind of ‘virtuous’ food systems we have
discussed. First he stressed that this is a challenge that needs to be tackled by
the developed and the developing world hand in hand. The whole world needs
to move away from mass production and waste to a system whereby people
appreciate, focus on, care about and value quality, and producers are paid for
that. This will require ensuring accountability, traceability, transparency and
regulation of the food supply chain, and, to make products more affordable,
making the chain leaner.
Alternative successful agriculture (and aquaculture) solutions need to be
showcased, replicated and made scalable. The role of large corporations and
intensification of current systems also need to be clarified, and political frameworks
that govern who enforces and controls all of this need to be established.
Peter pointed out that our thinking on these matters requires a better
understanding of the largely untapped potential of new technologies (e.g. from
AI, machine learning, etc.), and that we need to understand how to involve,
approach and reach policy-makers in making our visions become more concrete.
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Core challenges:
• Breadth of the topic and stakeholders: over the forum an enormous
range of topics, organisations and challenges were discussed, for
example: Science, academia, retail businesses, agribusinesses, producers,
consumers, farmers, NGOs, the UN, governments, politics, lobbyists, trade
bodies, regulators, consumers, lawyers, philanthropists, economists, the
environment, consumers, health practitioners, campaigners, innovators
& tech companies, cities, public health, climate change, ecologists,
natural resources, communities etc. This in itself is a significant part of the
challenge
• Prioritisation: what to do first and next
• Policy inertia
• Competing issues like climate change, Covid-19 pandemic, pollution and
the economy
• Awareness and consumer sentiment (perhaps human health is a stronger
lever than planetary health to encourage behavioural change at the
moment?)
• Long established and influential businesses with vested interests
• The production of commercially competitive alternatives
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Alternatives
There was a general consensus that alternative practices should be invested in
and progressed as a priority. For example:
• aquaculture (particularly exploitation of the littoral zone and the potential
of seaweed)
• regenerative agriculture
• agroforestry and the use of technology
• AI (as a tool, rather than a stand alone solution)

Wider themes
• Participants offered other themes to consider, including the role of chefs
and influences, regional and local organic producers, the role of farmers,
the circular economy and the sensual element
• Consumers are not entirely at fault, they live within a framework which has
moved towards a limited diet
• There was a strong view that to improve agricultural systems, it’s vital that
farmers are involved from the outset
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9. THANK YOU
The Klosters Forum 2020 would not have been made possible without the
help of our supporters, advisors, TKF Patrons and Friends, moderators,
ambassadors, team and volunteers. A big thank you to you all!

TKF21 will take place 22-24 June 2021
We are excited to announce that EAT Forum and the Sustainable Food Trust will
be joining us for TKF21 to continue these important discussions and report on
progress made during the year and on how this topic evolves.
We will convene a selected group of key stakeholders to continue the important
conversations of TKF2020; discussing ways and developing new approaches to
move from an extractive, efficiency-, yield- and low-cost- driven food system
towards one that enables nature to flourish and regenerate.
We will continue to discuss this important topic during the year via The Klosters
Forum’s Feed & Flourish Podcast Series which can be found on The Klosters
Forum website, Spotify and iTunes.

SEE YOU SOON!
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